Effect of California Tri-Pull Taping Method on Shoulder Subluxation, Pain, Active Range of Motion and Upper Limb Functional Recovery After Stroke – A Pretest Post Test Design
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Abstract: Objective: The primary objective of the study was to evaluate the effect of California tri-pull taping (CTPT) method on post stroke shoulder subluxation, pain, active range of motion and upper limb functional recovery. Design: Pretest post test design. Setting: Study was conducted inpatient and outpatient department of MM hospital Mullana- Ambala. Participants: 10 subjects with post stroke shoulder subluxation were included into the study. (7 male, 3 female). Intervention: For taping, two types of tape was used, cotton pre-tape and rigid post-tape. Tape was applied to subjects for thrice a week, for six weeks and conventional neuro rehabilitation program was also given to the subjects, five days a week for six weeks. Main outcome measures: Pre, and post assessment scores were taken from each subject by using, Digital Vernier caliper, visual analogue scale (VAS), Goniometer, and Fugl-Meyer scale (FUG). Results: The CTPT method produced significant reduction on inferior subluxation from pre intervention to post intervention, pain. There was also significant improvement of AROM, and FUG. Conclusion: This intervention is a promising adjunct to the management of the hemiplegic subluxed shoulder. The main limitation of the study was, small sample size and no control group was used.
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1. Introduction

World health organization defined stroke as the rapid development of localized or global signs of cerebral dysfunction with symptoms lasting more than 24 hours. It can lead to death without any cause apart from vascular origin.1 Most of the survivor developed clinical manifestations such as sensorimotor deficits, neurophysiologic disorders, speech disturbances, involuntary movements and other secondary impairments that can impede the patients ADLs.2

Most of the stroke patients develop shoulder subluxation in early stage3 with occurrence rate of 7- 81%. 4 Evidence substantiate the fact that onset of flaccid paralysis of the muscles at early stage will be consequential for the stability of shoulder joint. The Gravitational pull on humerus exerts a constant pressure, causes stretch on the joint capsule that further promote inferior shoulder subluxation.5 Electromyographic study showed that the supraspinatus and posterior deltoid muscles are the main component to counteract this downward pull.6 Hayner7 documented that activity of these muscles is absent in early stage of stroke.

However, primary cause of shoulder subluxation after stroke is still unknown.

Post stroke shoulder subluxation with pain is reported in
patients with a rate of incidence as high as 84%. Though the scarcity of evidence for correlating pain and subluxation still make the occurrence of post stroke shoulder subluxation with pain a debatable matter.

Smith et al. suggested that correct positioning and adequate support of the flaccid shoulder in the initial recovery stage can reduce the prevalence of hemiplegic shoulder subluxation by 5%. Use of arm slings are often suggested by the researchers but it has many disadvantages as it encourages a flexion synergy pattern advances to contracture formation, inhibit arm swing and interfere with the body image.

Researchers suggests that electrical stimulation that can produce a muscle contraction can also be a treatment option of shoulder subluxation. In a systemic review Ada and co-authors substantiate the statement by suggesting electrical stimulation used in early stages of stroke have preventive effect on shoulder subluxation, however, it is also documented that once subluxation has occurred, electrical stimulation cannot reduce it effectively.

Various researchers have used strapping method for the shoulder region mainly to provide stability and protection to address hemiplegic shoulder pain and subluxation. Though, the taping method and the taping material used were different, but all of them used adhesive tape. Peters and Lee used three piece of tape in the treatment of shoulder subluxation and got effective result. In a pilot study ancliffe showed significant improvement in subluxation, active range of motion (AROM) and improved activity of daily living skills (ADL’s) and also found the tape comfortable.

California tri-pull taping (CTPT) method when researched in a quasi-experimental study by Hayner showed significant improvement in subluxation, active range of motion (AROM) and improved activity of daily living skills (ADL's) and also found the tape comfortable.

Taping method used in this study was inspired from the Hayner’s research. Three pieces of rigid tape were used to support the hemiplegic subluxed shoulder. All three pieces were applied from 1.5 inches below the deltoid tuberosity up to mid spine of scapula (posterior), 2 inches above the glenoid fossa (middle) and 1.5 inches above the clavicle (anterior).

The purpose of this pre test and post test study is to lay a foundation for conducting a randomized clinical trial by evaluating the effect of CTPT method on post stroke shoulder subluxation, pain, AROM, and ADLs.

2. Method

The study was a pre test post test study across 10 participants (7 male, 3 female). Initially 15 participants were recruited for the study among them 3 participants refused to sign consent form and 2 participants refused to take treatment. Baseline measurement was taken to each participant that was amount of shoulder subluxation, pain, AROM, and ADL activities. The intervention phase consists of applying shoulder tape every Monday, Wednesday and Friday for 6 weeks. Post intervention data was taken after 6 weeks to determine whether there is any improvement from the intervention. The study was approved by the ethical review board of MMIPR.

Participants were recruited over a 3 months time by means of referral from the MM Medical College Mullana, to the outpatient department of MMIPR, Mullana. Inclusion criteria were 1) Acute stroke 2) A minimum of 5 mm (0.2 inch) shoulder subluxation in the involved upper extremity. 3) Pain in the subluxed shoulder. 4) MMSE score > 23. 5) Age (35-70 yrs.) and of either sex. Exclusion criteria were 1) MMSE score <23. 2) Other musculoskeletal disorder of the affected upper extremity. 3) History of trauma to the affected upper extremity. 4) Hyper or hypo sensitivity disorders. 5) Any skin allergy. 6) Individual affected from neurological disorder other than stroke. 7) Un-cooperative patients. 8) Individuals with psychosomatic disorder.

3. Testing Procedure

Participants were evaluated for acromiohumeral distance (AHD), by using digital Vernier calliper. The measurement was taken in centimetre from the inferior aspect of the acromion to the superior aspect of the humeral head. The patient was in high sitting position such a way that tested upper extremity hanged freely. Paci et al stated that calliper method was reliable for shoulder subluxation measurement.

Pain at rest was measured by using a 10 cm visual analogue scale (VAS). In VAS 1 indicating no pain where 10 indicating extreme pain. Crossley et al reported that VAS is a reliable and valid tool for measurement of pain in patelofemoral pain.

Active flexion (AFLXN) range of motion was assessed using goniometric measurement for shoulder flexion. Active shoulder flexion range was assessed in supine position to avoid trick movement that may happen in sitting position. Hayes et al reported that goniometer is a reliable tool for shoulder joint flexion range of motion assessment.

The motor recovery of the upper extremity was assessed by using Fugl-Meyer assessment for upper extremity. The maximum score for upper extremity motor assessment is 66. Sanford checked the reliability of the Fugl-Meyer assessment for testing Motor Performance in Patients Following Stroke on 12 patients. The overall reliability was high.

4. Description of Treatment

Intervention was given by the lead researcher who was trained for the taping techniques.

Prior to applying tape, participants were instructed shave the hair around the shoulder joint. Two types of tape was used, a self-adhesive 1.5” cotton undercover tape (VPK, Chennai) and a 1” rigid strapping tape (VPK, Chennai). To approximate the humeral head into the glenoid cavity participants were instructed to place their affected arm on a wooden table. Taping method contained a cotton undercover pre tape and then the rigid post tape on it. Three
A piece of tape was used. First piece (middle) of tape was applied from 1.5 inches below the deltoid tuberosity up to 2 inches above the glenoid cavity. Second piece (posterior) was applied from 1.5 inches below the deltoid tuberosity up to the 1.5 inches above the mid spine of scapula. Third piece (anterior) was applied from the 1.5 inches below the deltoid tuberosity up to the 1.5 inches above the clavicle. New tape applied every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday till 6 weeks. (figure: 1,2,3,4).

All the participants were received standardized conventional neurorehabilitation programme. The conventional neurorehabilitation treatment which includes active and passive range of motion, neuromuscular re-education, tone normalization, weight bearing exercise of upper extremity, functional reach, grasp, hold and release activities and ADL activities. Every participant received conventional neuro-rehabilitation for 45 minutes a day, 5 days a week for six weeks.

5. Statistical Analysis

Pre intervention and post intervention data was collected by a completely blind observer, who was having Master in physiotherapy degree with 2 years of clinical experience.

Data analysis was done by using SPSS version 22.0 software with 95% confidence interval. The level of significance was set at 0.05.

Paired t-test was used to compare pre and post mean values of all variables (VC, VAS, AFLXN, and FUG).

6. Results

Ten participants were enrolled in the study, 7 men and 3 women. Eachone of them was a diagnosed case of stroke with inferior shoulder subluxation. Onset of stroke was, for 4 participants were 1 week, 2 participants were between 2-4 week, 4 participants were between 6-7 week post stroke.

After the treatment all the participants showed a significant improvement (p=0.00) in all clinical parameters. (Table 1)

Amount of reduction of shoulder subluxation was significant, mean difference of pre-test and post-test score was 0.773 (p=0.000). Mean difference of pre-test and post-test score for reduction of pain was 2.30 (p=0.000) which is statistically significant. Improvement of active shoulder flexion range was also found to be statistically significant. Mean difference of pre-test and post-test score was 12.20 (p=0.000). Activity of daily living was also ameliorate significantly. Mean difference of pre-test and post-test score was 16.20 (p=0.000).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome measure</th>
<th>Pre-test Mean±SD (95% CI)</th>
<th>Post-tests Mean±SD (95% CI)</th>
<th>Mean difference (SEM)</th>
<th>Test score</th>
<th>p value</th>
<th>Effect size (Cohen's d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AHD</td>
<td>2.72±0.820 (2.21-3.23)</td>
<td>1.94±0.706 (1.5-2.38)</td>
<td>0.773 (0.134)</td>
<td>5.728</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAS</td>
<td>7.40±1.506 (6.47-8.33)</td>
<td>5.10±1.792 (3.99-6.21)</td>
<td>2.30 (0.367)</td>
<td>6.273</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFLXN</td>
<td>12.10±2.079 (10.81-13.39)</td>
<td>24.30±7.288 (19.78-28.82)</td>
<td>12.20 (1.867)</td>
<td>6.536</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMA</td>
<td>11.10±1.370 (10.25-11.95)</td>
<td>16.20±2.486 (14.66-17.74)</td>
<td>5.10 (0.623)</td>
<td>8.190</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>2.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Discussion

The major findings of the study was that California tri-pull taping (CTPT) method was effective in reducing post stroke shoulder subluxation, pain and improving active flexion range (AFLXN) and upper limb function. Statistical analysis reveals that participants showed significant improvement in all the clinical parameters.

Participants exhibit significant reduction in Accromio humeral distance (AHD) on digital Vernier caliper. The mean reduction of the AHD was 0.77 cm with an effect size of 1.01. This finding is corroborate by previous study of Hayner.\(^7\) that calculated 0.78 cm of mean AHD reduction.

The main effect of CTPT method in reduction of AHD was that, it will provide a proprioceptive feedback through the mechanoreceptors in the skin, muscle, fascia, tendon and articular structures. This promotes position sense, kinesthesia and force detection. It also keep the underactive muscles in a shortened position which improve actin myosin cross bridge formation and there was a shift of length tension curve towards left and force development was increases in the underactive muscle groups.\(^{24}\)

One important finding of the study was significant reduction of post stroke shoulder pain on VAS scale. In the present study the mean pain reduction was 2.30 cm on VAS with an effect size of 1.38, which was nearer to the MCID value of VAS (3cm).\(^{25}\) In a previous study Pandian et al\(^{26}\) showed 1.9 cm of mean pain score changes in between groups on VAS, but the study was conducted with hemiplegic shoulder pain participants not with shoulder subluxation patients.

The possible effect of CTPT method on pain reduction was, it provide protection of the joint from further trauma during active and passive movement, ambulation and ADLs, as it reapproximate the head of the humerus into the glenoid fossa by assisting the rotator cuff muscles.\(^7\)

In the present study AFLXN was improved significantly, the mean improvement of AFLXN was 12.2 degree with an effect size of 2.27, which was also reached the MCID value of AFLXN that is 11 degree.\(^{27}\) AFLXN was improved because CTPT method helps to improve the force generation and motor control of the musculature surrounding shoulder joint. When stroke survivors gain some movement in their affected extremity they were incorporated the affected arm more actively in the daily living. When this happens, active range increases.\(^{28}\)

Upper limb motor recovery was improved significantly on Fugl-Meyer scale, the mean improvement was 5.1 with an effect size of 2.54. In a previous study, Hyner,\(^7\) also showed that CTPT method improved the functional abilities of the participants. Mean improvement of functional ability was 1.07 on Katz index of daily living.

Major limitation of the study was participants could not be follow up after the study because of limited time frame so the long term effect of CTPT method was unknown. Radiographic measurement of the shoulder subluxation was not taken so exact amount of improvement of shoulder subluxation cannot be interpreted. As there was no control group we cannot conclude about the effectiveness of CTPT method.

8. Conclusion

Despite of various limitations our study showed that CTPT method is a promising treatment method for post stroke shoulder subluxation. Randomized clinical trial is needed with large sample size and radiographic measurement to establish the effectiveness of CTPT method.

List of Abreviations:

- ADL: Activity of daily living
- AFLXN: Active flexion range
- AHD: Accromio humeral distance
- CTPT: California tri-pull taping
- MCID: Minimal clinical important difference
- ROM: Range of motion.
- SD: Standard deviation.
- VAS: Visual analogue scale.
- VC: Digital Vernier calliper
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Graph 1. Comparison of pre-test and post-test scores of AHD.

Graph 2. Comparison of pre-test and post-test scores of VAS.

Graph 3. Comparison of pre-test and post-test scores of VAS.

Graph 4. Comparison of pre-test and post-test scores of FMA.
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